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February:
This month is now showing hints of Spring: hedges and trees are starting to sprout
buds, even some daffodils are appearing….and whilst it is not our most productive
sewing and planting month, our peppers and tomatoes have already gone into the
tunnels and large amounts of onions have been sewn into trays. Other mainstay crops
will follow soon and the next issue will go into more detail on crop planting. A new
Polytunnel is going up, to increase propagation and provide more planting room- see
Goi’s update on this tunnel on p.5; recipes to use up our root veg before we move onto
lighter recipes for Spring appear on p.10 and an article on our Pigs follows this.
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Getting to the Root of it: some facts on our Farm Pigs  By Raquel Dafouz

Last week, while some of our neighbours from Cloughjordan watched and with
supervision by the volunteers, Pat moved the pigs to the area where the onions were
last grown. Now the pigs have a new field to continue exploring and digging in and they
are doing an excellent job rooting up the ground.
The four pigs that are currently on the farm are male and are growing fast into healthy
animals; they are already 7 months old! Their feed is based on one half of pig nuts and
the other half oat cereals. The oats give the pigs much more energy and are digested
much better if germinated so, two days before feeding, the grains are immersed in
water so that they can germinate and provide all the nutritional benefits to our piglets.
The task of feeding them is carried out twice a day, in the morning and in the evening.
And… you know what? They love to eat while you scratch them behind the ear and leg!
This is something simple that helps to establish a bond and more trust between the pig
and the caretaker.

The Gang of Lads
Dafouz
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It is important to know that pigs play an important role on the farm. They bring oxygen
to the ground when they churn it around with their rooting technique. This activity is
also beneficial for microorganisms in the soil as it helps to decompress the soil, an
activity that favours the maintenance of soil quality and also the biodiversity, which is
so important for our crops.
Have you been to the pig’s field and wondered where Georgina, the mother of our little
pigs, is? And the famous Peppa is also no longer here... if you've been wondering about
them, don’t worry! They are happy and enjoying their well deserved ‘retirement’ at the
Kildare Animal Foundation animal shelter, about 100 km north-east from
Cloughjordan.
And finally, if you have not yet been to visit the pigs, we invite you to approach the pigs'
field where you can watch them playing, sleeping, sunbathing or digging in the dirt!
Now that we volunteers have got to know the pigs better we can say that we are happy
and grateful to have them as they bring so many benefits to the farm.

Hard at work rooting in the dirt, churning the soil
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Cluckjordan Eggs: A Chicken Check-in

by Eileen Brannigan

The hens are continuing to lay well and be productive through the winter season,
according to Wendy. She and Paul had considered putting some artificial light into the
hen house to encourage laying during this usually less productive time of the year;
ultimately they didn’t do so but the hens are in fact continuing to lay well even whilst
adhering to their natural (circadian) rhythms i.e. roaming and feeding in daylight hours
and roosting indoors at dusk, which naturally makes for shorter laying days in winter.

Free Range Eggs

Pic: Stock

Some of us have noticed the nets
up over the hen area and were
wondering what the netting is for?
This is to comply with regulations
re. the latest threat from bird flu,
Wendy explains. There have been
some worryingly local cases
(Borrisokane and Nenagh) so the
netting is to prevent wild birds from
landing and possibly contaminating
the feeding area. Whilst it has never
been transmitted to humans, avian
flu can be devastating to a flock so
it is good to know that sensible
precautions are being taken to
protect them…..and so far, so good.

For those of you who may be new to the Community Farm, Cluckjordan Eggs are
delivered to the Coach House every Monday and Friday morning to coincide with the
Farm’s harvest deliveries. The hens roam freely outdoors in their fenced off area,
feeding off the Farm’s chemical-free, biodynamic grasses and they are also fed
organic corn.
Eggs cost € 2.50 for a half dozen to Farm Members ( €2.90 to non members).
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ROOM TO GROW : The New Farm Polytunnel
Nazar

By Goizeder

The first steps have been taken to set up the new polytunnel on the farm. We recently
marked out the construction site, dug the trench to hold the plastic skin and deepened
the holes for the foundation. The structure is heavier than the structure of the other
polytunnels so that it can better withstand the Irish climate.
This tunnel will measure 20m by 7m and will be used as a propagation tunnel: in other
words, the polytunnel will mainly be used for growing seedlings and plants for the
other tunnels and fields. When finished, it will have some slatted wooden staging at
waist height to hold many module trays so that the air can get through to the plants.
The surface will be covered with a Mypex-type weed-suppressant and, outside, to one
side of the polytunnel, shelves will be placed to acclimatise or ‘harden off’ the plants
before planting them in the ground. This extra polytunnel will greatly reduce the
congestion in the other tunnels by providing more room for propagating and bringing
on plants. Moreover, this extra space will enable us to have meetings, workshops and
demonstrations…….a welcome added bonus!

 Feb 2017 : The newly dug polytunnel trenches……….
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…..and the tunnel digging gang: Aleix, Martin and Raquel 

Pics: Goi Nazar

One of our interning Volunteers, Raquel Dafouz, has been writing a
regular Blog of her time here at the Community Farm and you can
access the January posting now via the following link:
Raquel's Blog
Click on the above to read in more detail about Farm progress and about
Raquel and the team’s ongoing experiences…. as well as getting the
benefit of her beautiful, seasonal photographs.
And do check out the Community Farm Website too, for the latest news
and upcoming events; it also has a link to Raquel’s blog and will shortly
also have a link to this Quarterly Newsletter:
Community Farm
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Pruning our Soft Fruits

by Martin Kalnović


Between November and March is the best time for pruning soft fruit bushes. During
less pressured working days on the farm we take the opportunity to prune and
mulch the gooseberry, red and white black-currant and jostaberry* bushes.
As well as keeping down weeds, mulching feeds the roots of the plants. By pruning
we remove dead, damaged and overgrown branches and we bring the bush to the
desired shape: it is important to create enough space for airflow and to bring the
sunlight to all the branches; and also to find a balance between fruitfulness and
growth which guarantees a good fruit harvest in the following years. We can use one
year old cuttings for raising new plants.
*The Jostaberry is of complex parentage, a cross between the blackcurrant and the
gooseberry and is of German origin. Resistant to gooseberry mildew, leaf spot and
gall mite, it is a classic example of hybrid vigour. Extremely vigorous and thornless, it
bears a moderate crop of dull brownish red berries in small clusters: berries about
the size of large blackcurrants. As you might expect, the taste is somewhere between
the currant and the gooseberry and it makes a pleasant jam.

Martin on the Farm Feb 17

Pic: EB

Our Intern from Slovakia Martin Kalnović
will be leaving us at the end of March.
The Farm would like to take this opportunity
to thank Martin for all his hard work,
especially through the most challenging
seasons on the Farm, weather wise, i.e.
Autumn and Winter….through lashing rain,
hail, sleet and even some snow...and he is not
even getting to see Spring emerge fully on
the Farm; but of course he is used to much
more extreme weather where he is from so it
didn’t phase him at all. There will no doubt be
the usual farewell gathering to see Martin off
so you may get the chance to wish him the
best in person but, for now, from all of us:

Slan abhaile, Martin. Go n-éirí an bothar
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leat.

Upcoming Events:
The next Farm Member’s Meeting date has not yet been finalised but will
most likely take place in early March….more details to follow. Do keep an
eye on Tamara’s weekly Harvest Reports for information on this and
other upcoming events.

For the Carnivores: Farm Pork from our own pigs is still for sale in the Coach House
every week on Saturday, with a 10 per cent price reduction for Farm Members.
Times are mostly between 11am and 12pm or 12pm -1/1.30pm: check Tamara’s emails
on Fridays for the most accurate information as to what is left available for sale….
and at what time.
At the time of writing - hams, sausages, back rashers, mince (and liver) were all still
available. (No chops left. )
Note: The meat is sold frozen, for you to defrost at home when suitable.
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These healthy, free range/outdoor raised animals have been reared on biodynamic
grass and were fed on supplemental organic oats and organic pig food from the
start of this year. The meat is high quality, near organic and has been priced
favourably with reference to similar quality meat.

We are happy to receive feedback on the Farm pork and the cuts available, etc so if you have
any suggestions or comments please email Tamara on tamaramacginty@gmail.com and we
will report back any such to the Farm Coordination Committee who will try to incorporate
same into future practice.
Similarly, the Farm is always assessing how to better improve communication with our
Members in general and we still intend to increase our updates on what crops are being
planted, what the membership can expect coming down the line re produce and what
problems we might be facing re weather or pests etc plus what’s new re events, animals and
crops…via blogs, emails and monthly minutes.
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Winter on the Farm

Jan 2017
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Members Info, Suggestions and Queries:
Our Comments and Queries Box in the Coach House will be replaced in a couple of
weeks for the Spring season (when the Farm’s produce starts to becomes more
interestingly varied) …..and we will then recommence answering your queries and
any problems re. produce, deliveries, what to expect, etc on a regular basis.
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Recipes: Ideas for Seasonal Eating
February: We still benefit on these chilly days from a hot bowl of vegetable soup
and the Farm leaf celery is a great peppery ingredient to add to these…

Our Tipperary Turnip, technically a swede, may be a root vegetable we take for
granted and feel a bit jaded by but it is always worth doing in the usual way- steamed
and mashed with the ‘Sunday’ roast- and also adds a lovely sweet, earthy note to
soups and stews…. plus the leafy green tops, when wilted with a little butter and black
pepper, are every bit as tasty as spinach.
The Farm hams are great boiled up with some onions and spuds and the Farm leeks
and potatoes make for a classic soup pairing.
Try this soup if you haven’t before: it uses two of our most currently plentiful
ingredients- turnips and celery….the leaf celery will work here too.
Cream of celery and turnip soup
A leek risotto, though still comforting and warming, is the gateway from wintry stews
and soups into food that feels like it’s about to embrace seasonal change.. and gets the
palate ready for new things: the Farm bacon or ham are perfect for this.
Leek and bacon risotto

And please do send us your own recipes. Recipes you’ve tried out at home and
personal favourites, old and new, are always welcome…. no matter how informal.
Send to Eileen or Tamara a
 t: eileen.brannigan@gmail. com or
tamaramacginty@gmail.com for inclusion here in the next edition of our Newsletter.
We know many of you love to cook; share a handy tip or two with us…. or a culinary
experiment that worked out surprisingly well.
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A Cluster of Curious Piggies

Oct 2016
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February 2, 1968

Accreditations:

In the dark of the moon, in flying snow,
in the dead of winter,
war spreading, families dying, the world
in danger,
I walk the rocky hillside, sowing clover.

Photographs taken by:
Eileen Brannigan,
Raquel Dafouz and
Goizeder Nazar.

Wendell Berry

Design layout: Eileen
Brannigan
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Seasonal snapshots by Raquel Dafouz. Check her blog for more like these:

Cabbage Head

Chilled Out Advice

Up to Me Eyes
END/
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